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ABSTRACT: An idealized case of gradual oceanic transition from shallow to deep convection

based on Kuang and Bretherton (2006) is simulated at three different horizontal resolutions: one

that resolves most of the turbulent eddies, one typical of cloud-resolving models and one typical

of general circulation models. The former serves as a reference, and allows the identification of

clouds as individual objects, distinguishing shallow cumulus, congestus and cumulonimbus. At

coarser resolutions, parameterizations of convection are included and assessed, with a particular

focus on congestus clouds and precipitation associated with shallow convective clouds. Congestus

clouds are found to contribute the most to turbulent transport during the transition, while occu-

pying a volume comparable to shallow cumulus and cumulonimbus. Kilometer-scale horizontal

resolutions prove to be insufficient to resolve congestus, and parameterization schemes of shallow

and deep convection are not necessarily appropriate to represent those intermediate clouds. The

representation of rainfall in the shallow convection scheme plays a key role in the transition. Sen-

sitivity experiments show that enhanced rainfall inhibits convection in single-column simulations,

while it favors resolved convection and spatial heterogeneities in three-dimensional simulations

with kilometer-scale resolution. Results highlight the need for an appropriate parameterization

of congestus in both kilometer-scale and large-scale models. The case study and the methods

presented here are proposed as a useful framework to evaluate models and their parameterizations

in a shallow-to-deep convection transition context.
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1. Introduction24

The representation of the transition from shallow to deep convection remains a challenge for25

weather forecast and climate models. Indeed, convection is considered sub-grid scale at grid-26

spacing greater than 50 km and has to be fully parameterized, while it is partially resolved at27

kilometer-scale resolution (Freitas et al. 2020; Kwon and Hong 2017), and almost entirely resolved28

only at grid-spacing of the order of 100 m (Jeevanjee 2017; Panosetti et al. 2020). The smallest29

structures however require a direct numerical simulation (grid-spacing of the order of 1 m or less)30

to be fully resolved. Since the study of Guichard et al. (2004), that highlighted the difficulties of31

models with parameterized convection to simulate this transition, several developments have been32

undertaken to improve this aspect in large-scale models, with a particular focus on the diurnal33

cycle of precipitation over land. Ways of improving it include a better representation of the shallow34

convection phase and the impact of cold pools under precipitating systems (Rio et al. 2009), a revisit35

of the entrainment and detrainment rates formulation (Stirling and Stratton 2012), an adaptation36

of the CAPE closure for shallow convection to take into account boundary-layer forcing (Bechtold37

et al. 2014), a unified representation of shallow and deep convection (Park 2014a,b; Park et al.38

2019; Suselj et al. 2019, 2022; Smalley et al. 2022; D’Andrea et al. 2014), or the addition of a39

congestus mode between the shallow and deep ones (Freitas et al. 2021). This has led to some40

improvement in the representation of the timing of maximum precipitation over land (Couvreux41

et al. 2015; Tang et al. 2021). Most of those studies, however, have focused more on the delay of42

precipitation than a better representation of the associated clouds.43

The transition is identified to be driven to a large extent by the moistening of the troposphere,44

whether it is over land (Chaboureau et al. 2004) or over the ocean (Kuang and Bretherton 2006).45

Waite and Khouider (2010) show that lower-tropospheric moistening could be attributed to the46

detrainment of water vapor from congestus clouds. Combining observations and large eddy47

simulations (LES) of the tropical Atlantic, Hohenegger and Stevens (2013) rather state that vertical48

motion is induced by large-scale disturbances and that the moistening primarily occurs because49

of moisture convergence. Other studies have emphasized the role of cold pools created by the50

evaporation of precipitation. Using a LES of a continental case of transition from shallow to deep51

convection, Khairoutdinov and Randall (2006) highlight that the growth of deep clouds is supported52

by big thermals generated by precipitation and the associated cold pools. In addition, the spatial53
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organization of convective clouds has been shown to be strongly influenced by the presence of cold54

pools (Kurowski et al. 2018). Based on observations and LES of a continental case of convection,55

Mechem and Giangrande (2018) also aim at identifying what controls the transition from shallow56

cumulus to congestus. They find good agreement between positive in-cloud buoyancy and high57

cloud top, and conclude that in-cloud buoyancy could be regarded as a control of the transition.58

In this study, rather than analyzing the processes driving the transition, we focus on the role59

played by the different types of clouds, and more specifically their contribution to vertical turbulent60

transport.61

While shallow cumulus and deep cumulonimbus clouds are known to be the most prominent62

cloud types in the Tropics, Johnson et al. (1999) emphasize the trimodal distribution of convective63

clouds during the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) experiment, with64

congestus clouds representing half of precipitating clouds and contributing one quarter of the total65

convective rainfall. Also often referred to as towering cumulus, cumulus congestus are precipitating66

clouds with cloud tops usually reaching up to 6 to 7 km (Kumar et al. 2013).67

Traditionally, parameterizations of shallow convection are evaluated with respect to a LES refer-68

ence (Siebesma et al. 2003; Rio and Hourdin 2008), while deep convection schemes are evaluated69

against cloud-resolving models, here understood as models with kilometer-scale horizontal resolu-70

tion (Guichard et al. 2004; Bechtold et al. 2004). As it covers both regimes, explicitly simulating71

the transition from shallow to deep convection requires a sufficiently fine horizontal resolution to72

resolve shallow cumulus, and a sufficiently large domain to allow deep convective clouds to de-73

velop. Using such a simulation as a reference, it is then appropriate to compare it to (i) simulations74

with horizontal resolution typical of climate models where convection is fully parameterized, and75

(ii) kilometer-scale models that resolve the deep convection, typical of regional numerical weather76

prediction (NWP) models.77

Recently, the transition from shallow to deep convection has been studied over land in observa-78

tional studies based for instance on the GOAmazon field campaign (Zhuang et al. 2017; Tian et al.79

2021) or the Holistic Interactions of Shallow Clouds, Aerosols and Land Ecosystems (HI-SCALE)80

field campaign (Fast et al. 2019). Observational studies over ocean are often related to the study81

of the Madden-Julian oscillation as in Del Genio et al. (2015); Xu and Rutledge (2016) where82

large-scale forcing plays an important role. Here, following Kuang and Bretherton (2006), we use83
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a LES of an idealized case of slow transition over the ocean, mainly forced by the surface. This84

high resolution simulation allows us to identify different cloud populations and their respective85

role in the transition. We pay special attention to the congestus, and try to determine implications86

for the parameterization of this type of clouds. The issue of the representation of the transition in87

models with parameterized convection is addressed by simulating this case at two other horizontal88

resolutions, typical of climate models and regional NWP models.89

In section 2, we describe the case study, the model and its set-up used for the simulations, as well as90

the parameterizations involved. In section 3, we present the general results of the main simulations.91

In section 4, we focus on congestus clouds and their role in the transition. In section 5, we evaluate92

the representation of the transition in models with parameterized convection. Section 6 is a brief93

summary of the findings and implications for the further development of parameterizations.94

2. Methodology95

a. Set-up and model96

1) Case study97

The simulated case study is inspired by the idealized transition case proposed by Kuang and98

Bretherton (2006). The initial situation is an oceanic trade cumulus case, derived from observations99

obtained during the Barbados Oceanography and Meteorology Experiment (BOMEX). We use the100

initial profiles of potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio between the surface and 3 km101

from Siebesma et al. (2003), and we extend them up to 20 km as shown in Fig. 1(a). To force the102

transition from shallow to deep convection, we use the same procedure as Kuang and Bretherton103

(2006). We start with the surface heat fluxes described by Siebesma et al. (2003). After 12 hours104

of simulation, the surface heat fluxes are gradually increased up to 36 hours of simulation, keeping105

the Bowen ratio constant (Fig. 1(b)). The same large-scale forcing as the one in Siebesma et al.106

(2003) is applied throughout the simulation.107

This set-up allows a slow transition from shallow to deep convection, in order to study a108

progressive, non-discrete oceanic transition, rather than a rapid continental transition, strongly109

influenced by the diurnal cycle. We run the simulation during 120 hours. Here, we keep the same110

wind initial conditions as Siebesma et al. (2003), while Kuang and Bretherton (2006) started with111

no horizontal wind.112
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Vertical profiles of potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio used as initial conditions.

(b) Time-evolution of the prescribed surface sensible and latent heat fluxes

113

114

2) Meso-NH115

The case study is simulated with the Meso-NH model (Lafore et al. 1998; Lac et al. 2018).116

Meso-NH is a non-hydrostatic meteorological research model, that can be used for a broad range117

of configurations. The model uses the anelastic equations of motion with bulk microphysics. Its118

prognostic variables are the three components of velocity, potential temperature, and six mixing119

ratios (water vapor 𝑟𝑣, liquid water 𝑟𝑐, rain 𝑟𝑟 , ice 𝑟𝑖, snow 𝑟𝑠, graupel 𝑟𝑔). The momentum120

components are advected with a fourth-order centered scheme, the piece-wise parabolic method121

scheme is used for the scalar variables and a fourth-order explicit Runge–Kutta method is applied122

for the temporal discretization.123

This model is used to simulate the transition at three different horizontal resolutions, one that124

resolves most of the eddies, one that resolves deep clouds and one typical of general circulation125

models where the convective processes are entirely sub-grid. All simulations use the same vertical126

resolution, a vertical stretched grid of 118 levels with grid-spacing finer than 50 m in the boundary127

layer and up to 2 km, and coarser higher up (reaching 250 m at the top of the model at 20 km).128

We briefly mention here the parameterizations used by all three configurations, and the convective129

schemes are described further, but more detailed descriptions can also be found in Lac et al. (2018).130

The turbulence scheme is based on Redelsperger and Sommeria (1981) and implemented in131

Meso-NH according to Cuxart et al. (2000). It is based on a prognostic equation for sub-grid132

kinetic energy. It can be used in its 1D or 3D-form with different mixing lengths.133
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Microphysical processes are parameterized by a one-moment mixed-phase scheme, denoted as134

ICE3 (Pinty and Jabouille 1998). It includes five water species: cloud droplets, raindrops, ice135

crystals, snow or aggregates, and graupel.136

No parameterization of radiation is included.137

3) The reference simulation138

The transition case is first simulated at a horizontal grid-spacing of 100 m within a 50 km x 50 km139

double periodic domain. Compared to Kuang and Bretherton (2006), the domain is four times140

larger, in order to allow the deep convection regime to develop freely, but the grid-spacing is twice141

coarser. At this resolution, we assume that most clouds are explicitly resolved, and hence no142

parameterization of convection nor sub-grid condensation is introduced. In this LES, we use the143

3D-version (horizontal gradients are taken into account) of the turbulence scheme with a length144

scale proposed by Deardorff (1980) which is a function of the 3D grid size, possibly reduced145

close to the surface or in stable conditions. To initiate horizontal heterogeneities, a white noise is146

introduced at the first atmospheric level, with a standard deviation of 0.1 K.147

Throughout this study, the LES serves as a reference for comparison with the simulations with148

parameterized convection.149

b. Simulations with parameterized convection150

1) Cloud-resolving models151

We then run a series of simulations with a 2.5 km horizontal grid-spacing, named CRM for152

cloud-resolving model. The 250 km x 250 km domain has double periodic boundaries, and the153

vertical grid is the same as in the LES. A previous version with a 50 km x 50 km domain as the LES154

led to one single large self-aggregated cloud, not present in the LES. To avoid this phenomenon155

which was not the focus of the study, the domain has been extended. At 2.5 km grid-spacing,156

only shallow convection is parameterized while deep convection is still considered resolved. The157

turbulence scheme is used in its 1D-mode with the Bougeault-Lacarrère (BL89) non-local mixing158

length, defined by Bougeault and Lacarrere (1989). To initiate horizontal heterogeneities, a white159

noise is introduced at the first atmospheric level, with a standard deviation of 0.1 K.160
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The shallow convection scheme, denoted as EDKF, is based on the parameterization of dry161

updrafts and shallow cumulus described in Pergaud et al. (2009). In this eddy-diffusivity / mass-162

flux (EDMF) parameterization, one resulting updraft, described by the mass flux, represents the163

collective effect of several plumes. The cloud ensemble is considered in steady state and the164

vertical evolution of the mass flux is defined by entrainment and detrainment. This allows one to165

determine the evolution of updraft conservative variables such as liquid potential temperature \𝑙166

and total water mixing ratio 𝑟𝑡 during ascent. The vertical evolution of the updraft vertical velocity167

is also computed considering buoyancy as a source term, and entrainment and pressure as a sink.168

The scheme starts at the surface, where the mass flux is determined from the buoyancy flux and169

the BL89 upward mixing length. The updraft fraction (𝑎𝑢) is diagnosed at each level following the170

independent computation of the updraft mass flux 𝑀𝑢 and the updraft vertical velocity 𝑤𝑢, using171

𝑎𝑢 =
𝑀𝑢

𝜌𝑤𝑢
. It is used to determine the associated cloud fraction 𝐶𝐹 = 2.5𝑎𝑢. The updraft liquid172

mixing ratio 𝑟𝑐𝑢 is calculated from the conserved variables, and used to determine the grid cell173

liquid mixing ratio 𝑟𝑐 = 𝑟𝑐𝑢𝐶𝐹. Hence, if the mass flux were zero in a grid cell, then that grid174

cell would be cloud-free. Note that this refers only to the liquid mixing ratio and the associated175

cloud originating from the shallow convection scheme. Both the turbulence and the microphysics176

schemes can also contribute to the total cloud.177

Meso-NH includes an artificial vertical limitation of EDKF: when the diagnosed cloud exceeds178

4 km in depth, the mass flux is multiplied by a coefficient such that it linearly decreases between179

3 km and 4 km of depth, and reaches zero above. As it is, EDKF is hence not designed to represent180

clouds deeper than 4 km, which will have to be either resolved in CRM mode or parameterized by181

a deep convection scheme in the single-column simulations described in the next paragraph.182

2) Single-column simulations183

Finally, a series of single-column (1D) simulations is run with the same vertical grid, which is184

rather unusually fine for a GCM set-up. An additional single-column simulation was run with 87185

vertical levels, but shows little sensitivity to vertical resolution (not shown).186

In this 1D configuration, both shallow and deep convection are parameterized, using the same187

turbulence scheme and the same shallow convection scheme as in the CRM simulations. The deep188

convection scheme, denoted as KAFR, is based on Bechtold et al. (2001). The scheme is based on189
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the decomposition of a grid cell into an updraft, a downdraft and the environment. The updraft and190

the downdraft are described by the associated mass fluxes whose evolution relies on entrainment191

and detrainment. An updraft is generated from a parcel rising from the surface if:192

• At the lifting condensation level, the virtual potential temperature of the rising air parcel is193

greater than the virtual potential temperature of the environment plus a threshold dependent194

on the vertical velocity and the grid size.195

• The resulting cloud is deeper than 3 km.196

If one of those two conditions is not fulfilled, the same procedure is repeated with the air parcel197

above, and so on. The intensity of convection is controlled by a closure based on CAPE. It makes198

use of the assumption that all CAPE in a grid cell is consumed within a given adjustment period199

of 1 hour in the simulations presented here.200

Table 1 summarizes the three levels of resolution and the corresponding parameterizations. Note201

that KAFR depends explicitly on the grid-spacing through the trigger function and the relaxation202

time used in the CAPE closure, while EDKF does not incorporate any grid-size dependence.203

3) Sensitivity tests204

For both the CRM and the 1D set-ups, we perform two different simulations, to account for205

different parameterization options. A reference simulation, called ref, is used as the default206

configuration, and a simulation called new microphysics includes an additional feature in the207

shallow clouds parameterization. In this option, the cloud-to-rain autoconversion threshold is208

applied to the updraft liquid mixing ratio (𝑟𝑐𝑢) instead of the grid cell liquid mixing ratio (𝑟𝑐).209

Similarly, the evaporation rate is determined from the rain mixing ratio in the precipitating fraction210

instead of the grid cell rain mixing ratio.211

In 1D, we perform another series of sensitivity tests, to assess whether allowing the shallow212

convection scheme to represent deeper clouds, or adjusting the parameterization of precipitation213

associated with shallow convection, improves the representation of the transition to deep convection.214

In 1D lim 6km, we start from 1D ref and change the upper limit of the EDKF scheme to allow it to215

represent deeper clouds. In 1D rain sensitivity, we start from 1D new microphysics and adjust the216

cloud-to-rain autoconversion threshold to slightly reduce the ability of shallow clouds to produce217

precipitation.218
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Name Hor. grid-spacing Domain size Turbulence Shallow conv. Deep conv. Microphysics

LES 100 m 50 km × 50 km DEAR 3D resolved resolved ICE3

CRM 2.5 km 250 km × 250 km BL89 EDKF resolved ICE3

1D 50 km 50 km × 50 km BL89 EDKF KAFR ICE3

Table 1. Summary of the 3 types of simulation and their characteristics and parameterizations

Name Details Applied in

ref configuration of reference 1D and CRM

new microphysics change in parameterization of cumulus microphysics

(cloud and precipitation fractions taken into account for 1D and CRM

precipitation and evaporation diagnosis)

lim 6km EDKF limitation set to 6 km instead of 4 km 1D

rain sensitivity change of the cloud-to-rain autoconversion threshold 1D

no EDKF EDKF deactivated 1D and CRM

Table 2. Summary of all simulations with parameterized convection

Entrainment is known to play a key role in cloud deepening and is usually different in shallow219

and deep convection schemes, entrainment being stronger for shallow convection. Additional220

sensitivity tests have been carried out to document the impact of the mixing formulations on the221

transition, modifying the intensity of the entrainment rate separately in EDKF and KAFR. Those222

experiments show little impact of these modifications on the representation of the transition in 1D223

(not shown), but other mixing formulations might behave differently.224

Finally, in both CRM and 1D modes, we run a simulation without any shallow convection scheme,225

allowing only the turbulence scheme to represent boundary-layer mixing (no EDKF simulations),226

to evaluate the added value of the EDMF shallow convection scheme.227

The names and descriptions of the simulations run in the CRM and 1D configurations are228

summarized in table 2.229

3. Simulating the transition from shallow to deep convection across scales230

a. Transition in LES231

This section focuses on the representation of the transition in the LES simulation. Figure 2232

gives an overview of the time evolution of the potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio233

tendencies as well as the precipitating and non-precipitating hydrometeors.234
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To analyze the transition more precisely, we identify four phases. Between 6 and 12 hours,235

named the shallow convection regime period (S), the cloud layer shows limited vertical growth.236

The potential temperature tendency is slightly positive (close to 0.05Kh−1) except at cloud top237

where the updraft’s overshoot produces a slightly negative tendency (close to −0.2Kh−1). The238

vapor mixing ratio tendency is also very weak, positive in the cloud layer and negative below (about239

0.07gkg−1 h−1 in absolute value). Between 12 and 60 hours, named the first transition phase (T1),240

we observe a direct response to the increasing surface fluxes, namely a progressive elevation of241

the top of the cloud layer, and strong negative potential temperature tendency and positive vapor242

tendency in the upper part of the cloud layer. Between 60 hours and 90 hours, referred as the second243

transition phase (T2), the growth of the cloud layer slows down, the moistening and cooling of244

the top of the cloud layer decrease, but precipitation intensifies. Then, from 90 hours to the end245

of the simulation (120 hours), named the deep convection regime period (D), the tendencies and246

the cloud top show an intermittent evolution, with some abrupt and strong variations. Cloud tops247

reach 12 km during this phase similarly to Kuang and Bretherton (2006). Precipitation first appears248

around 25 hours, in the middle of the first transition phase. It only reaches the surface around 50-60249

hours, roughly at the beginning of the second transition phase. Precipitation becomes intermittently250

more intense from 90 hours, with peaks reaching 4 to 5 mm day−1 consistently with Kuang and251

Bretherton (2006). The 0◦C isotherm (Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)) indicates approximately above which252

altitude the water components can freeze. Clouds contain ice crystals only from the end of the253

second transition phase.254

Figure 3 gives an overview of the spatial organization of the clouds. At 8 hours (shallow261

convection regime), clouds are shallow and homogeneously distributed on the horizontal. At 35262

hours (first transition phase), clouds become deeper, but the spatial distribution remains relatively263

unorganized. At 74 hours (second transition phase), clouds are deeper and start organizing in264

clusters. At 105 hours (deep convection regime), large clear sky areas have been created while265

one cluster of deep clouds dominates the population. To get a better three-dimensional view of the266

simulated clouds and illustrate their vertical development throughout the transition, virtual images267

of the scenes are produced, using the tool htrdr-atmosphere, a Monte-Carlo radiative transfer268

simulator (Fig. 3, lower row).269
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Time evolution of the mean vertical profiles of the LES. The vertical dashed lines delimit the different

phases. (a) Filled contour: potential temperature tendency. Line contour: level of zero cloud fraction. (b) Filled

contour: vapor mixing ratio tendency. Line contour: level of zero cloud fraction. (c) Filled contour: liquid and

ice water mixing ratio. Line contour: 10−6 kg kg−1 level. Horizontal line: altitude of the 0◦C isotherm. (d)

Filled contour: rain, snow and graupel mixing ratio. Line contour: 10−6 kg kg−1 level. Horizontal line: altitude

of the 0◦C isotherm.

255

256

257

258

259

260

b. Transition in simulations with parameterized convection275

Figure 4 provides a first insight of how the transition is represented in 1D and CRM modes.281

Up to 82 hours, 1D ref and CRM ref have similar mean profiles, consistent with the fact that282

shallow convective processes are represented by the same scheme. They reproduce the tendencies283

and the development of the cloud layer simulated in the LES quite well, except for tendencies284

that are too strong at the top of the cloud layer. In 1D, larger differences from the LES emerge285

at 91 hours, when the cloud layer reaches the 4 km depth limitation of EDKF, and microphysical286

processes cause strong tendencies. By examining tendencies budget terms, we identify the start of287

the deep convection scheme to occur around 109 hours, 19 hours later than the beginning of the288

deep convection regime in the LES. In the CRM, at 82 hours, a deep convection regime abruptly289
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Fig. 3. Upper row: Cloud (liquid + ice) water path at 4 different times. White color indicates values of

1 kg m−2 or more. Lower row: Virtual image of the scene at 8 hours, 35 hours, 74 hours, 105 hours. The images

were rendered by htrdr-atmosphere (Villefranque et al. 2019). Position of the camera relative to its target in km

in the (𝑥,𝑦,𝑧)-reference system: (0,-16,-5.5). Vertical field of view: 45°. The highest clouds have their top up to

2,100 m at 8 hours, 2,900 m at 35 hours, 5,000 m at 74 hours and 11,000 m at 105 hours.

270

271

272

273

274

activates with a cloud layer developing up to 16 km. Simultaneously, intense precipitation forms,290

reaching the surface instantaneously and leading to evaporation-driven tendencies in the sub-cloud291

layer. Precipitation reaches a total of 6.5 mm, against 2.5 mm in the LES. In 1D, precipitation292

forms from 92 hours and reaches 0.6 mm at the end of the simulation. Both in the CRM and in293

1D, precipitation occurs too late compared to the LES.294

Effects of the modified microphysics in both 1D new microphysics and CRM new microphysics301

are shown in Fig. 5. Rainfall is expected to be favored when applying the autoconversion threshold302

on in-cloud water instead of mean water over the grid cell. In 1D, precipitation now forms from the303

beginning of the simulation, hence too early (Fig. 5(b)), although the accumulated precipitation at304

the end of the simulation is of the right order of magnitude: 2.25 mm against 2.5 mm in the LES.305

Compared to CRM ref, in CRM new microphysics, precipitation starts earlier, around 30 hours306

(Fig. 5(d)), and its intensity is reduced before the deep convection regime period, but it still reaches307

6 mm at the end of the simulation.308

It appears that the effects of the same modification in the microphysics scheme are very different309

in 1D and in CRM mode. In 1D, the increase in precipitation seems to inhibit the convection and310
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Time evolution of the mean vertical profiles of (a) and (c) potential temperature tendency with the

level of zero cloud fraction and (b) and (d) water vapor mixing ratio tendency with the level of 10−6 kg kg−1

precipitation mixing ratio for (a) and (b) 1D ref and (c) and (d) CRM ref. In (a) and (c) the blue contour is the

level of zero cloud fraction in the LES and in (b) and (d) the blue contour is the level of 10−6 kg kg−1 precipitation

mixing ratio in the LES. The vertical dashed lines delimit the different phases identified in the LES

276

277

278

279

280

the vertical growth of the cloud layer, preventing the activation of the deep convection scheme311

(Fig. 5(a)). On the contrary, the CRM is barely affected until 52 hours when deep convection starts312

being resolved. The cloud layer experiences from this point stronger positive potential temperature313

tendency and extends up to the highest levels (Fig. 5(c)). This difference in response will be further314

addressed in section 5.315

Comparing the ref -simulations to the new microphysics-simulations suggests that precipitation316

associated with shallow convection might be of great importance in the triggering of a deep317

convection regime, whether it is parameterized or resolved.318
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Time evolution of the mean vertical profiles of (a) and (c) potential temperature tendency with the

level of zero cloud fraction and (b) and (d) water vapor mixing ratio tendency with the level of 10−6 kg kg−1

precipitation mixing ratio for (a) and (b) 1D new microphysics and (c) and (d) CRM new microphysics. In (a)

and (c) the blue contour is the level of zero cloud fraction in the LES and in (b) and (d) the blue contour is the

level of 10−6 kg kg−1 precipitation mixing ratio in the LES. The vertical dashed lines delimit the different phases

identified in the LES

295

296

297

298

299

300

4. The central role of congestus in the transition319

a. Cloud populations simulated by LES320

In this part, clouds are identified as individual objects using an object identification and charac-321

terization algorithm. This algorithm applies a binary mask on the three-dimensional grid, defined322

by: ”a cell is cloudy if 𝑟𝑐 + 𝑟𝑖 > 10−6 kg kg−1 and 𝑤 > 0” where 𝑤 is the vertical velocity. A cloud323

is then defined as a set of contiguous cloudy cells. Only objects bigger than 9 cells are kept and324

for objects that would be at the border of the domain, we make use of the double-periodicity.325

Using this algorithm, we identify clouds as isolated objects every hour of the simulation and326

diagnose for each identified cloud a top (defined as the altitude of the highest grid cell within the327

object) and a depth (defined as the difference in altitude between the highest and lowest grid cells).328
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Cloud types Top Depth

Cumulus ≤ 3 km no condition

Congestus ≥ 3 km and ≤ 6 km ≥ 500 m

Cumulonimbus ≥ 6 km ≥ 500 m

Others ≥ 3 km ≤ 500 m

Table 3. Classification criteria of clouds identified in the LES

Following the criteria described in table 3, we distinguish four types of clouds: shallow cumulus,329

congestus, cumulonimbus, and a last type, denoted as others.330

Although this classification is rather arbitrary, it provides a handy partition of the cloud pop-331

ulation. Moreover, each class exhibits rather constant thermodynamic and geometric properties332

throughout the simulation. 30% of cumulus clouds produce precipitation at the beginning of the333

simulation and this proportion increases and stabilizes at 50% around 37 hours. 100% of congestus334

and cumulonimbus are precipitating clouds. From the covered area 𝐴 of a cloud, an equivalent335

radius 𝑅 is defined by 𝑅 =

√︃
𝐴
𝜋

. An aspect ratio 𝑟 is then defined by 𝑟 = 𝑑
𝑅

where 𝑑 is the depth336

of the cloud. Within the cumulus and the congestus classes, the mean 𝑟 remains roughly constant337

over time. It is about 2 for cumulus and 4 for congestus, showing that that these two types of clouds338

have quite different shapes. For cumulonimbus, the mean aspect ratio varies greatly around an339

average of 4, but this is also linked to the fact that there are only a few clouds in this class.340

Figure 6(a) shows the number of clouds identified at each hour and for each type. In Fig. 6(b),341

the volumetric fraction, defined as the ratio of the volume occupied by clouds over the total volume342

of the domain, is given as a function of time for each cloud type. Shallow cumulus dominate343

throughout the simulation in terms of population size, and their volumetric fraction is roughly344

0.07%. Congestus start to form around 36 hours and their volumetric fraction reaches the one of345

cumulus at about 60 hours, which coincides with the beginning of the second transition phase.346

Cumulonimbus appear around 90 hours, at the beginning of the deep convection regime period.347

They are very sparsely populated but their volumetric fraction is similar to the one of congestus and348

shallow cumulus during the deep convection regime period. Earlier occurrences of clouds labelled349

as cumulonimbus may rather be congestus having higher tops than the classification threshold,350

than evidence of deep convection. The last type of clouds, too high to be considered as shallow351
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Time evolution of (a) number of clouds and (b) volumetric cloud fraction of each type of clouds.

cumulus but too thin to be part of the congestus and cumulonimbus types, is present from 48 hours352

onward but its volumetric fraction remains negligible.353

b. Spatial organization354

Figure 7 shows the spatial organization of the different cloud types and the temperature anomaly at355

the first model level at four different times. At 8 hours (shallow convection regime), cumulus clouds356

are spread quite homogeneously in space, they remain small, and the temperature is almost uniform.357

At 35 hours (first transition phase), cumulus become slightly bigger and slowly start organizing in358

clusters. Temperature anomalies are barely noticeable. At 74 hours (second transition phase), large359

circular areas of clear sky can be seen, mostly corresponding to areas of weak negative temperature360

anomalies. Congestus clouds are clearly gathered in clusters, mostly located at the edges of cold361

pools. At 105 hours (deep convection regime), this type of organization remains. There is also a362

single cumulonimbus co-located with a large and strong cold temperature anomaly.363

c. Contribution of each cloud type to turbulent fluxes368

For each cloud type, and for the remaining environment defined as cloud-free grid cells, a

contribution to turbulent vertical fluxes is calculated. Given a cloud type 𝑐 defined by an ensemble

C(𝑧) of grid cells, its contribution to the turbulent vertical flux of a variable 𝜙 at altitude 𝑧 is given

by :

𝑤′𝜙′𝑐 (𝑧) =
1
𝑁

∑︁
(𝑥,𝑦)∈C(𝑧)

(𝑤′𝜙′) (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)

where 𝑁 is the number of cells in the horizontal grid, and the prime denotes the anomaly with369

respect to the domain horizontal mean.370
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Fig. 7. Temperature anomaly at the first model level (filled contour) and identified clouds contours (dark blue:

cumulus, light blue: congestus, green: cumulonimbus, orange: others). Three-dimensional masks of each cloud

type resulting from the object identification are projected onto two-dimensional masks, and hence visualized as

from the top of the atmosphere.

364

365

366

367

Here we consider the resolved vertical turbulent fluxes of 𝑟𝑡 the total water mixing ratio and \𝑙 the

liquid potential temperature since these quantities are the conservative variables in EDKF. These

two variables are defined as follows:

𝑟𝑡 = 𝑟𝑣 + 𝑟𝑐 + 𝑟𝑖

\𝑙 = \ − 𝑟𝑐
𝐿𝑣

𝑐𝑝,𝑑

\

𝑇

with \ the potential temperature, 𝑇 the temperature, 𝐿𝑣 the latent heat of vaporization and 𝑐𝑝,𝑑 the371

specific heat of dry air. We assume the resolved fluxes of the LES to be close to the total fluxes,372

except near the surface where the resolved fluxes approach zero.373

Figure 8 shows the vertical profiles of these contributions time-averaged over the four identified376

phases. Note that the dry updrafts are included in the environment in this analysis. During the377

shallow convection regime period, only cumulus are present. During the first transition phase,378

cumulus still dominate the total turbulent vertical fluxes of both total water mixing ratio and379

liquid potential temperature, except at altitudes corresponding to the top of cumulus and above.380

During the second transition phase, the contribution of congestus dominates from about 2.5 km381

and above, while the contribution of cumulus remains larger at lower altitudes. From Fig. 6(b), we382

know that during this phase, the volume occupied by these two populations is approximately the383

same, which legitimizes the comparison of their contributions here. During the deep convection384
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Fig. 8. Contribution of each cloud type to resolved vertical turbulent fluxes averaged over the different

identified phases of total water mixing ratio (upper row) and liquid potential temperature (lower row).

374

375

regime period, the contribution of congestus is larger than that of cumulonimbus, although they385

occupy on average approximately the same volume. At lower altitudes, cumulus continue to have386

a significant contribution. Finally, as expected, the last category of identified clouds (others), does387

not contribute significantly.388

This analysis highlights that during the transition from shallow to deep convection, congestus389

are the main contributors to vertical turbulent fluxes of \𝑙 and 𝑟𝑡 , while occupying a volume as390

big as cumulus and cumulonimbus. This suggests that representing congestus in simulations with391

parameterized convection is key to properly simulate the transition. Additionally, cumulus while392

being shallow clouds still contribute to a significant part of both the fluxes and the cloud fraction393

during the transition, as well as during the onset of deep convection, and they must therefore also394

be represented simultaneously to deeper clouds.395
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Fig. 9. Contribution to vertical turbulent fluxes of clouds of the LES (resolved) and parameterizations in

various 1D and CRM simulations (parameterized) averaged over the different identified phases of total water

mixing ratio (upper row) and liquid potential temperature (lower row).

398

399

400

5. Parameterized versus resolved convection across scales396

a. Evaluation of parameterized turbulent fluxes against LES397

For the CRM and the 1D simulations, we assess the performance of EDKF to represent the401

shallow regime and the transition to the deep regime, by considering the associated vertical402

turbulent fluxes. Figure 9 shows the time-averaged fluxes computed by the shallow convection and403

turbulence schemes (EDMF concept) in the four simulations mentioned previously, compared to404

the resolved fluxes diagnosed in the LES of cumulus only, both cumulus and congestus, and all405

clouds. Note that the comparison is not valid either in the dry part of the updrafts or in the lower406

part of the cloud layer, since the shallow convection scheme considers dry updrafts and clouds407

without discontinuity, whereas only clouds were identified in the LES.408
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All simulations capture turbulent fluxes comparable to the LES in the shallow convection regime409

period and in the first transition phase. In the second transition phase, 1D ref best represents the410

vertical turbulent fluxes associated with both cumulus and congestus, although it overestimates \𝑙411

fluxes around 4 km. Fluxes in 1D new microphysics and CRM ref are larger than those of cumulus,412

but smaller than those of cumulus and congestus together. In this phase, CRM new microphysics413

does not even represent the contribution of cumulus. In the deep convection regime period, fluxes in414

1D ref and 1D new microphysics are close to those of cumulus and congestus, but still lower, except415

around 4 km, where 1D ref overestimates \𝑙 fluxes. The deep convection scheme activates only416

at the end of this phase in 1D ref and does not activate at all in 1D new microphysics. Therefore,417

the underestimation of the turbulent transport is not compensated for. In CRM simulations,418

the shallow convection parameterization contribution is inhibited, underestimating even fluxes of419

cumulus. However, in this phase, as will be shown later, the resolved fluxes are quite large in the420

cloud layer.421

To summarize, EDKF in 1D ref performs relatively well in terms of turbulent transport, although422

not fully reaching the magnitude and the height extent of the contribution of congestus simulated423

in the LES. Fluxes in CRM ref are also in good agreement with the fluxes of the clouds of the424

LES, except during the last phase. The inhibiting effect on the mass flux scheme of favored425

precipitation in new microphysics is also visible, as both in 1D and in the CRM, the magnitudes of426

the parameterized fluxes are reduced compared to ref.427

b. What part of transition is resolved at 2.5 km grid-spacing?428

1) Expected resolved fluxes at various scales429

While it is known that turbulence and shallow convection must be parameterized for kilometer-

scale resolutions, less attention has been paid to the transition from shallow to deep convection and

in particular to the congestus phase. In this section, we try to determine at which horizontal scale

the convection is well-resolved throughout the transition. For this purpose, we follow a coarse-

graining procedure as introduced by Honnert et al. (2011) and also applied by Strauss et al. (2019)

and others. Given a grid-spacing Δ𝑥, the domain of the LES is divided into square subdomains

with a Δ𝑥 length. The expected resolved vertical turbulent fluxes of a quantity 𝜙 at a grid-spacing
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Fig. 10. Expected resolved vertical turbulent fluxes at different resolutions computed from LES, resolved

fluxes in CRM ref and total fluxes in LES, averaged over the different identified phases of total water mixing

ratio (upper row) and liquid potential temperature (lower row).

430

431

432

Δ𝑥 is assumed to be given by:

𝑤′𝜙′𝑟𝑒𝑠,Δ𝑥 = (𝑤Δ𝑥 −𝑤) (𝜙Δ𝑥 −𝜙)

where the simple overline indicates a horizontal average over the entire domain, and the overline433

with Δ𝑥-subscript indicates a horizontal average over a subdomain of length Δ𝑥. The result is a434

vertical profile for each time step that can be averaged over the four different phases.435

Using the LES, this computation is done for Δ𝑥 = 2.5 km, 1.3 km and 500 m, and the results are436

shown in Fig. 10 for 𝑟𝑡 and \𝑙 . In the same figure, the total vertical turbulent fluxes resolved in the437

LES and the vertical turbulent fluxes resolved in CRM ref are shown as well, for comparison.438
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This analysis shows that at a grid-spacing of 2.5 km, the vertical turbulent transport is poorly439

resolved, even in the deep convection regime period. It questions the assumption that simulations440

in CRMs should allow the deep convection phase to be resolved. It also shows that in CRM ref,441

the resolved part is null during the first half of the simulation and overestimated at high altitudes442

during the second half.443

2) Resolved versus parameterized clouds in CRM444

In this part, we investigate the spatial organization of resolved and parameterized clouds in451

relation to near-surface heterogeneities in the CRM simulations. Figure 11 allows one to visualize452

the position of resolved clouds with the temperature anomalies at the first model level at four453

different times.454

The most striking difference between CRM ref and CRM new microphysics is the delay in455

meso-scale organization simulated in the former compared to the latter. They both exhibit almost456

uniform temperature at the first model level and a cloud layer without significant water content at457

the beginning of the simulation. In CRM ref, the first resolved clouds appear shortly before 80458

hours, just before the beginning of precipitation (81 hours). At 105 hours (Fig. 11), temperature459

anomalies are clearly established in CRM ref, together with large resolved clouds, although their460

water content remains mostly low. In CRM new microphysics, the first resolved clouds appear at461

48 hours, about 20 hours after the onset of precipitation, and approximately when it reaches the462

surface. This could indicate that the early occurrence of rainfall enhances horizontal heterogeneities463

of temperature, facilitating resolved circulation, which in turn increases horizontal heterogeneities464

in cloud development. At 48 hours (Fig. 11), resolved clouds are located above cold temperature465

anomalies of about 1 K, and are circled by parameterized clouds (visible in water content).466

This could suggest that the meso-scale organization of parameterized clouds drive the spatial467

organization of resolved clouds.468

Keeping in mind that the domain in these simulations is 25 times larger than in the LES, Fig. 11469

can be compared to Fig. 3 and Fig. 7. Patterns of temperature anomaly are significantly larger in470

the CRM simulations than in the LES, but they do have a similar organization relative to the clouds,471

since all resolved clouds are spatially and temporally associated with strong negative temperature472

anomalies, similarly to congestus and cumulonimbus in the LES.473
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Fig. 11. Cloud (liquid + ice) water path (filled contour, white color indicating values of 1 kg m−2 or more) and

resolved cloud edges (black line contour), and temperature anomaly at the first model level (filled contour) and

resolved cloud edges (black line contour) in CRM ref (two upper rows) and CRM new microphysics (two lower

rows).

Columns of resolved clouds are defined as columns where at least one level has a cloud fraction of 1 and verifies

𝑟𝑐 + 𝑟𝑖 > 10−6 kg kg−1.
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Fig. 12. Time evolution of the mean vertical profile of (a) cloud contour and (b) precipitation contour, in

the LES (blue) and the different 1D sensitivity tests. Cloud and precipitation contours correspond to the 10−6

kg kg−1 level of respectively liquid plus ice mixing ratio and rain plus snow plus graupel mixing ratio.

475

476

477

c. How to parameterize congestus clouds?474

1) Let shallow convection grow deeper478

To investigate whether a shallow convection scheme could represent congestus clouds, EDKF is479

modified in order to let clouds grow deeper than 4 km, namely up to 6 km. The corresponding 1D480

simulation is called 1D lim 6km. As shown in Fig. 12, increasing the limitation of EDKF allows481

deeper clouds to develop and consequently transport heat and moisture higher up (not shown), in482

better agreement with the LES than 1D ref. However, precipitation in this simulation appears only483

at 112 hours, against 93 hours for 1D ref and 22 hours for the LES. This shows that the shallow484

convection scheme can grow clouds as deep as the congestus, but has difficulties representing485

correctly the associated precipitation.486

2) The influence of shallow clouds precipitation487

The simulation 1D new microphysics has revealed the major role of precipitation under shallow488

clouds. In 1D rain sensitivity, we modify the cloud-to-rain autoconversion threshold so that489

precipitation appears at the same time as in the LES, namely 22 hours. Precipitation in 1D rain490

sensitivity appears at 20 hours, and reaches the surface at 50 hours (Fig. 12(b)), which is about the491

same time as in the LES. The accumulated precipitation at the surface reaches a bit less than 2 mm492

(against 2.5 mm in the LES). However, even if the vertical development is slightly less inhibited493
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than in 1D new microphysics (Fig. 12(a)), it remains too shallow and the deep convection scheme494

still does not activate. This confirms that the additional rainfall during the first transition phase495

inhibits the mass-flux scheme, and without resolved circulation as in the CRM, in 1D simulations,496

it limits the development of deeper clouds such as congestus.497

3) Can turbulence do everything?498

To illustrate further the role of the shallow convection scheme and similarly to Barber et al. (2022),499

simulations are run without any shallow convection scheme both in 1D and CRM configurations500

(1D no EDKF and CRM no EDKF). The effect of removing the shallow convection scheme differs501

greatly between these two configurations.502

In 1D no EKDF, as shown in Fig. 13(a), the vertical development of clouds is not sufficient.503

Moreover, values of cloud fraction are close to 1 within the whole cloud layer and the liquid water504

mixing ratio is about 10 times too large compared to the horizontal mean in the LES. Precipitation505

is also not well represented in this simulation, as shown in Fig. 13(b), as it appears too late. The506

precipitation rate is also too high, with values fluctuating around 0.5 mm h−1 and up to 1.5 mm h−1,507

while in the LES it never exceeds 0.2 mm h−1.508

In CRM no EDKF (Figs. 13(a) and (b)), the vertical extension of the cloud layer, its water content,509

and the cloud fraction are quite comparable with the LES results, except for the lowest 500 m of510

the cloud layer, where the cloud fraction is too large, in particular during the first 36 hours of511

simulation. Precipitation first occurs at 8 hours, with a precipitation rate gradually increasing up512

to 60 hours when it reaches approximately 0.05 mm h−1, but with large fluctuations around this513

mean value. Note, though, that precipitation occurs at too high altitudes, in particular during the514

second transition phase.515

However, the mean tendencies of potential temperature and water vapor mixing ratio are quite516

underestimated in both 1D no EDKF and CRM no EDKF. This is confirmed by comparing the517

vertical turbulent fluxes of \𝑙 and 𝑟𝑡 to those of the clouds in the LES (Figs. 13(c) and (d)). The518

parameterized turbulent transport remains relatively small and confined to the lowest part of the519

cloud layer, or even to the cloud base in CRM no EDKF. During the second transition phase (60 h -520

90 h), in 1D no EDKF, it compares well to the contribution of cumulus in the LES, but without any521

other contribution, the total turbulent transport is too weak compared to what is expected from the522
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LES. In CRM no EDKF, the very low magnitude of parameterized fluxes is partially compensated523

for by resolved fluxes, but the total still remains below the contribution of both cumulus and524

congestus in the LES.525

We also know from section 5.b.1 that during the second transition phase, expected resolved526

fluxes at 2.5 km horizontal grid-spacing are very low. Hence, one would expect the fluxes to527

mainly originate from the parameterization, instead of being resolved as it is the case in CRM no528

EDKF.529

4) Discussion536

We have seen that the EDKF scheme may be able to simulate the turbulent fluxes and clouds537

associated with both cumulus and congestus clouds, but that it has difficulties representing the538

associated precipitation and its impact on deep convection triggering. In fact, deep convection539

schemes are designed to represent precipitating convection, but the KAFR scheme used here appears540

not to be suited to trigger before the congestus phase in this framework. As suggested by Kuang and541

Bretherton (2006), a unified parameterization for shallow and deep convection may be best suited542

to represent this gradual transition. Recent studies on continental transition cases like Suselj et al.543

(2019); Tang et al. (2021) show promising results with unified schemes in single-column model544

simulations. The trimodal parameterization evaluated in Freitas et al. (2020) including an explicit545

representation of the congestus regime seems also to improve the representation of the transition546

over land in single-column simulations.547

Our analysis in section 5.b.1 revealed that simulations with kilometer-scale resolution cannot548

resolve the vertical turbulent fluxes associated with congestus. This further supports the need549

of a parameterization of both shallow cumulus and congestus clouds to properly represent the550

transition in cloud-resolving models. LES data have been commonly used to develop turbulence551

and shallow convection parameterizations (e.g. Bogenschutz and Krueger (2013); Strauss et al.552

(2019)), as well as to study the partition between resolved and sub-grid turbulent transport and553

how parameterization schemes behave across scales (Shin and Dudhia 2016; Brast et al. 2018).554

However we are not aware that these aspects have already been investigated up to the congestus555

phase.556
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(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Fig. 13. Time evolution of the mean vertical profile of (a) cloud contour and (b) precipitation contour, in the

LES (blue) and no EDKF simulations. Cloud and precipitation contours correspond to the 10−6 kg kg−1 level of

respectively liquid plus ice mixing ratio and rain plus snow plus graupel mixing ratio.

Time average of vertical turbulent fluxes over the second transition phase of (c) total water mixing ratio and (d)

liquid potential temperature, diagnosed from cloud contribution in the LES, and parameterized and resolved in

no EDKF simulations.
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The difference in response to adjustments between 1D and CRM simulations suggests that the557

interactions between sub-grid and resolved processes play a key role, that need to be further558

investigated. Indeed, fostering precipitation of shallow clouds inhibits convection in 1D, but559

it enhances meso-scale organization and the formation of resolved clouds in the CRM. Spatial560

heterogeneities might thus have an important effect on the time evolution of mean variables during561
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the transition, that is not taken into account in the single-column model. Parameterizations of562

congestus may then need to include information about the spatial distribution of clouds within563

a grid cell to permit a positive feedback of precipitation on deep convection development. As564

induced circulations in the CRM tend to have a larger horizontal extent than those in the LES, more565

extensive investigations are thus needed based on LES simulations to understand the underlying566

mechanisms. Barber et al. (2022) also underlines the need to study the spatial organization of the567

shallow convection at kilometer-scale resolution, and the interactions with the resolved circulation.568

6. Summary and conclusions569

In this paper, we simulate the idealized case of gradual transition from shallow to deep convection570

over ocean proposed by Kuang and Bretherton (2006) at three different horizontal resolutions. A571

large eddy simulation is used as a reference and serves to identify different cloud populations during572

this transition and to diagnose their respective contributions to turbulent transport. Simulations with573

kilometer-scale resolution, typical of cloud-resolving models, are used to assess the representation574

of transition when shallow convection is parameterized and deep convection is considered resolved.575

Single-column simulations are then used to evaluate the representation of convection when it is576

fully parameterized, such as in general circulation models used for climate projections.577

The investigation of the respective contributions of the different cloud types - shallow cumulus,578

congestus, cumulonimbus - has shown that congestus clouds are the main contributors to the vertical579

turbulent fluxes of 𝑟𝑡 and \𝑙 during the second half of the transition. Shallow cumulus dominate580

in number throughout the whole simulation, and their contribution to vertical transport remains581

significant even at the end of the transition and at the onset of the deep convection regime. These582

two aspects advocate for an adequate parameterization of congestus for the transition, although a583

separate scheme is not necessarily required, as well as the consideration of shallow cumulus as584

important contributors to turbulent transport even in the deep convection regime. Parameterizing585

congestus properly implies considering their vertical extent, their contribution to the vertical586

transport, as well as their associated precipitation. Some questions remain open. In the case of587

separate parameterizations for shallow and deep convection, which one of the two handles the588

congestus phase? And in the case of a unified parameterization, how does it behave at kilometer-589

scale when deep convection is mostly resolved, but most likely not the congestus phase? Congestus590
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are distinctly less deep and less wide than cumulonimbus, but they are also different from shallow591

cumulus in that they are deeper and produce more precipitation. Considering the congestus as an592

intermediate mode was implemented for example in Freitas et al. (2021), but also in stochastic593

convection parameterization where it is one of the states of a Markov chain (Dorrestijn et al. 2016;594

Peters et al. 2017).595

Simulations with parameterized convection have revealed that the shallow convection parame-596

terization used here does not produce sufficient rainfall, as compared to the LES. When modifying597

the microphysics to improve the rainfall, the effect highly differs in 1D and in CRM modes. On598

the one hand, in 1D, the increased rainfall inhibits the development of convection and this is also599

confirmed by a sensitivity test with slightly less rainfall in the shallow convection regime. This600

can be attributed to a uniform cooling due to evaporation. On the other hand, in CRM mode,601

the increased rainfall fosters resolved convection and hence the emergence of a deep convection602

regime. We hypothesize that the early occurrence of rainfall enhances horizontal heterogeneities,603

facilitating resolved circulation, which in turn increases heterogeneities. As the resolved circulation604

appears to be overestimated in the CRM simulation, further investigation is required to understand605

the physical mechanisms that should be parameterized to properly represent the transition.606

Additionally, using the LES as a reference where most eddies are resolved, we calculate the607

expected resolved turbulent fluxes at various scales using a coarse-graining procedure and compare608

them to the total resolved fluxes in the LES. It has revealed that most turbulent transport is not609

resolved at kilometer-scale horizontal resolution. This further supports the need of parameterizing610

convection up to the congestus phase in kilometer-scale simulations.611

The methodologies used here, in particular the approach of simulating the same case study612

across scales, should be applied to other cases to further investigate the role of congestus in the613

transition from shallow to deep convection, in particular over land where the processes are affected614

by the diurnal cycle and differences may arise. Our results tend to advocate for dedicated effort to615

develop parameterizations of convection valid for the cumulus and the congestus phases, both in616

kilometer-scale and large-scale models. We encourage model developers to use this case study and617

the methods presented here for the evaluation of the representation of the transition from shallow618

to deep convection, in particular the congestus phase.619
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